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Epic fantasy and dark sword and sorcery in this complete trilogy of books spanning a hidden refuge

for all magical beings to the battlefields of the south and the stake of the world. Follow the journey of

an assassin of the shadow world as he unlocks his true destiny. Winemaker of the North (Book 1)

Sviska is an assassin for an Order that nears completion of its crusade of genocide.A war raged

against magic. Elves and dwarves fought for their lives but men stepped from the ashes as the

supreme race. Now, whispers speak of a last hold in the northern mountains protected by magic.

But no army can assault this place...There is only one option. Sviska. Undercover and with only his

wits to help him, he is the last hope for men. But an ancient evil works against him and Sviska feels

something beyond himself; a power within that awakens in the realm of magic.Â Fate will force him

into a terrible choice.Arcane Awakening (Book 2)Â He has renounced The Order and stands with

those of magic.Sviska seeks to protect that which he once called evil. Fleeing the destruction of the

last refuge of magic in the land, he sails across the Glacial Seas with his new companions. Their

path is unclear. The Galhedriss Arcana, the sacred book of magic, is safe from the grasp of The

Order but for how long is unknown. In a world long against magic, they meet a mysterious half-elf

that knows of their secrets and offers help against those that hunt them. But an old evil is

awakening. The Order of men has gained a new ally, a mysterious entity of fog and shadows that

wields arcane powers not seen since the time of the gods. To complete their tasks, the Saints will

travel to the ruined cities of the elves and dwarves in search of a mystical artifact called the

Dwarven Hand but they will not do so unnoticed. Sviska works to fight against the Order and this

new evil before any hope of magic returning is forever lost. But he has not escaped from his

shadowy past and his betrayal to his masters will have a steep price. Reckoning in the Void (Book

3) The world falls towards darkness. Magic is awakening in the north and the Grand Protectorate

retreats after its bloody defeat at Srun. Sviska stands with the Island Nation against the evils of The

Order and the Itsu Priest as the allies of magic make plans for their push against the capital city of

their enemy. But all is not as it seems. The Itsu Priest is tightening his grip on the legions of the

north changing them from men to unholy beasts. The Saints of Wura must move quickly to save

Garoa&apos;s daughter from his evil clutches but some fear she could already be dead.

Furthermore, hundreds have been kidnapped as sacrifices for a dark ritual and the time for the

incantation draws near. Sviska is moving closer to unlocking the powers of his Dwemhar ancestry

but as the blood curse ensnares his mind, he can only pray he is powerful enough to resist the will

of The Order. He made a stand against a dark evil in the icy mountains of Elinathrond but now his

life, and that of those he has grown to call friends, may be forfeit. Included in this set:-All three



novels: Winemaker of the North, Arcane Awakening, and Reckoning in the Void Plus tons of bonus

material! -Arrowfall: A Saints of Wura tale The bonus short story that gives additional insight into

Berie the elf and Slatnichor the dwarf.Â -Blood of HarrodarrThe last stand of the Dwarven

Highguard-Lore of the Gods Additional Details on the Northern gods and the Itsu (Southern gods)

-Concerning the Races of Men, Elf, Dwarf, Dwemhar, and RusisAn in-depth look at the primary

cultures represented in the books.
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Loved the books! Very well written. Held my attention thru ALL the books and that's hard to do if the

book is not well written.

Thorughly enjoyed all three books. Good read and keep your interest.
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